
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Your name__Tiffany Washington 
Name of item as it appears on your paper______Chocolate for baking in high end pastry shop 
 
You need to research your product while using the internet responsibly. You will want to be able 
to 
discern good places to acquire information, versus bad ones. You are required to investigate a 
minimum of 5 sources for information. 
1. Exact website 
address__https://www.seriouseats.com/2014/07/baking-with-chocolate.html________________
___________________________________ 
Is the information there research-based or opinion-based? ______Research -Based 
Give specific example or reason for your above answerI Say This because 
Based off reading the article it seems like the person who published this got facts that they can 
back up with research 
Is the site commercial (meant to sell this product) or is it educational or political or? What do you 
feel 
is the purpose of the website existing? 
__This site is meant for educational purposes ________ 
Is the website up to date? Are there broken links or pages that seem old? Is it clear that the 
information is new? 
__This website is up to date the last time this website was last updated on april 4,2019 there are 
no broken links_______ 
2. Exact website 
address______https://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/12/21/the-problem-with-chocolate/ 
Is the information there research-based or opinion-based? Research based 
Give specific example or reason for your above answer I Say This is a Research Based website 
Because they have studies to back up the facts they are using along with people to refer to 
Is the site commercial (meant to sell this product) or is it educational or political or? What do you 
feel is the purpose of the website existing? I feel like the purpose of this website is for 
educational purposes 
Is the website up to date? Are there broken links or pages that seem old? Is it clear that the 
information is new? This Website is not up to date this website was published in December in 
2007 
3. Exact website address 
https://www.chocoley.com/blog/resources/chocolate-101-preventing-problems-when-working-wit
h-chocolate/ 
Is the information there research-based or opinion-based? Research based 
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Give specific example or reason for your above answer My Reason for this answer is because 
this site is trying to inform people how to avoid having problems with chocolate while using it to 
bake 
Is the site commercial (meant to sell this product) or is it educational or political or? What do you 
feel is the purpose of the website existing? I feel like the purpose of this site is for commercial 
as well as to educate 
Is the website up to date? Are there broken links or pages that seem old? Is it clear that the 
information is new? The website looks old there are no broken links  
4. Exact website address 
https://www.craftybaking.com/learn/ingredients/chocolate/problems-and-solutions 
Is the information there research-based or opinion-based? Research based 
Give specific example or reason for your above answer This site seems like it was created off of 
experience and by a person that is experienced in the baking field and they have experience in 
working with chocolate and they noticed problems with baking with chocolate and are trying to 
help others 
Is the site commercial (meant to sell this product) or is it educational or political or? What do you 
feel is the purpose of the website existing? educational 
Is the website up to date? Are there broken links or pages that seem old? Is it clear that the 
information is new? Nothing on the website is broken this website was created in 2000 not sure 
it has been updated since 
5. Exact website address https://makechocolatefair.org/issues 
Is the information there research-based or opinion-based? Research 
Give specific example or reason for your above answer my reason for this example is because 
this website is based off of trying to start a protest so there has to be research behind it 
Is the site commercial (meant to sell this product) or is it educational or political or? What do you 
feel is the purpose of the website existing? Education and Political 
Is the website up to date? Are there broken links or pages that seem old? Is it clear that the 
information is new? This website is not up to date 
Did you use any other sources? Your textbooks or cookbooks or magazines or the newspaper? 
No 
Where is your product generally produced? If it is an item produced lots of places (like milk, for 
example) find out where the milk in the NYC area comes from. Chocolate is Produced From four 
west african countries such as Ivory Coast Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon 
Is your item seasonal or subject to costs that vary depending on time of year? Yes because 
chocolate can only grow around humid times 
Are there any controversies in the news right now involving this product? Are there boycotts or 
people who feel this product is unethical? There is! That is why I chose these products. 
Investigate! Yes there is the controversy with chocolate is unsustainable farming, Child labor, 
chocolate prices and income of farmers 
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